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STEULA knows that the modern consumer is not only concerned about buying the cheapest products, but acquiring
products which are durable and functional solutions for your needs.

That's why STEULA bets on a product line that has been gaining consumers preference from the whole america 
primarily for its quality and reliability.

STEULA began operations in 1958 and its factory is in its own building with 1,600 m2 of built area. To
manufacture its products, STEULA has modern and automated production lines and employees able to ensure the
quality of their own production through advanced control techniques and calibration and measurement
instruments at all stages of manufacture.

Who we are

IMPROVING ALWAYS is our proposal !

Improving Always



Our Products
www.steula.com.brwww.steula.com.br

visit us at

www.steula.com.brSprayguns and Airbrushes

Undercoating guns

Washing guns

Accessories for car washing

Nozzles for filling tires

Couplings and fittings

Inflating guns and accessories for tires

Air filters for compressed air treatment

Water nozzles and sprinklers for gardening

Ball Valves and Bibcocks

Cleaning guns



Quality Policy
We want to ensure the satisfaction of our customers through the sale of goods and services that match their expectations
with regard to function , price, on-time delivery, durability, quality and protecting the environment.

The phrase  which accompanies our logo translates faithfully and summarizes our"IMPROVING ALWAYS"
concept of quality. The fundamental principles of our policy for quality are customer focus and continuous 
improvement. Thus, it is our responsibility and commitment to meet the legal requirements, prevent failures
and seek continuous improvement of each process, improve relationships between customers, employees and
suppliers, promote safety and respect for the environment, increase productivity, optimizing the performance
of products and seeking their suitability for use. 

On June26,2015 STEULA reached a staggering 3000 days without
accidents at work: a feat among companies in the metal - mechanic
sector, an achievement that It does day to day, with company 
investment, with the commitment of each employee and focusing
on safety in every activity performed.



Responsive service and support
to customers and distributors

STEULA keeps finished goods at warehouse that
ensures super fast delivery . strategic partnerships
with carriers allow us to deliver CIF to almost all
Brazilian states.

At our website WWW.STEULA.COM.BR 
and at Youtube.com/steulaequipamentos 

our customers have access to updated 
technical and commercial informations 

available24 hours a day.

At our website we have , STEULA - ONLINE SERVICE
a restricted area where customers can transmit their orders, 
track deliveries, download user´s manuals, price lists, 
catalogues and technical informations tables as faster 
as INTERNET allows .



Our staff is trained and qualified to provide the necessary support to our customers via phone,
e-mail, Skype or Facebook .

We maintain an active and frequent communication with our distributors disseminating news, launches,
changes / improvements of the products and providing guidance on the use and applications of our 
products.

STEULA has more than 2,000 
active distributors and has representatives
throughout Brazil to meet and support
these distributors. By visiting our website our 
brazililan customers can meet STEULA
representative in their area.

STEULA offers a quality after-sales support
to the customers and has more than 80 PATS

(Authorized Technical Assistance Centres)
throughout Brazil.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
AUTHORIZED

Sprayguns



For more information contact us

STEULA EQUIPAMENTOS LTDA
Rua Sebastião Canesso, 292 - Vila Canesso 
13920-000 PEDREIRA - SP
Brazil
Fone: 55 (19) 3893-2466 / 3893-2610

Website: www.steula.com.br
Facebook : www.facebook.com/steulaequipamentos 
You Tube : www.youtube.com/steulaequipamentos
E-mail :  Skype : steula@steula.com.br steula.steula 

Improving Always

www.steula.com.br
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